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Ellen Keable is a Principal with Workplace Strategies at Jacobs Buildings & Infrastructure. Ellen addresses the human side of workplace change, bringing 30 years of experience to ensure good fit between physical space, people, business, and facilities management. As an architect and social scientist, she integrates business analysis, social research, and change management to support innovation, mobile working, high performing teams, collaboration, engagement, and space efficiency. Her long-term engagements with corporate real estate, government agencies, and facility managers leverage multiple disciplines across Jacobs’ design, advance planning, asset management, and consulting groups.

Ellen is an international expert, conference speaker, and author. She presented at IFMA Fusion in Montreal (2016) and Ottawa (2014) and IIDEX (2014) on change management for workplace innovation which included case studies from the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) and other clients. Her publications include “Evolution of the Workplace,” in Work on the Move: Driving Strategy and Change in Workplaces, winner of the 2012 IFMA Book of the Year. Prior to Jacobs, she was Vice President at BOSTI Associates, a workplace research and consulting think-tank in Buffalo, New York.